Dressageand theTraining
ofa Gaited Pegasus

By Gail Shrine

"If training has not made a horse more
beautiful, nobler in carriage, more
attentive in behavior, revealing pleasure in his own accomplishment ...then
he has not truly been schooled in
dressage."
Colonel Handler

Tennessee Walking Horse stallion, IVORYPAL,and partner Rafael Valle, demonstrate a Spanish
Walk, one of the many upper level dressage maneuvers the team has mastered.
For

those that have had the pleasure

to watch champion TelUlessee
Walking Horse stallion IVORY PAL
and his partner Rafael Valle incorporate dressage into their free style
musical routines, it can be described
as a true harmony between horse and
man; a combination of sheer beauty,
power and grace. IVORY PAI1s dressage movements include the Spanish
walk, piaffe, levade, pirouette, and
pesaude, which are made to look
effortless through very subtle cues
and commands. What's more, they
have reached the level of performing
many of the difficult maneuvers
bridleless!
This team has reached this level
of performance due to their tremendous bond and trust in each other,
developed through countless hours of

trick and dressage training, patience,
dedication, and self-discipline.
Although they are two distinct beings,
they appear as one when performing
their freestyle musical routines. You
can see the mutual love, respect and
trust between this stallion and man.
To appreciate these accomplishments,
it is important to know the path they
took to get there, a combination of
destiny and determination.
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dreams were tied to horses. "My earliest childhood memories were of fantasizing about riding Pegasus. But my
first heartache and major disappointment in life was when my sister told
me that Pegasus didn't exist," says
Rafael with a laugh. Although born in
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Nicaragua, Rafael grew up in Miami,
Florida. While his dreams of riding
Pegasus may have been "crushed,"
Rafael was fortunate to spend his
summers in Nicaragua, where he pursued his passion and joy of riding
magnificent Andalusian stallions.
"For me it was the next best thing to
riding Pegasus," says Rafael.
His uncles had Andalusian stallions on their working cattle and rice
farms, and Rafael spent countless
hours riding and bonding with these
magnificent horses. They were not
only used as working horses on the
farm, but where also trained to perform dressage maneuvers by his
uncles' trainers.
Rafael looked forward to the big
tradition of riding and showing off
these Andalusian stallions during the
annual parade through the streets of
the city of Granada, Nicaragua.
During the parade, horses and riders
made spontaneous free-style performances to the awe and applause of the
spectators that lined the streets.
Political conflict in Nicaragua
brought Rafael's dream summers to
an abrupt end when he was 15 years
old. But the experience riding the versatile and sensible-minded
Andalusianss left a lasting impression
that would influence his adult life.
Within twenty years after his last
teenage summer in Nicaragua, Rafael
had graduated from college, gone
through a 14-year stint in the nrilitary
as a special operations officer, established a successful career with the
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation, found the woman of his
dreams (his wife Stefanie), and relocated to the Ocala, Florida area. But
there was still one thing left for him
to accomplish - to return to his roots
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and find his dream horse, even though
he had only ridden sporadically since
his Nicaraguan summers.
Stefanie and Rafael planned to buy
a small farm and then buy a few horses. They always thought they would
end up with Andalusians. A
Tennessee Walker was the last thing
on Rafael's mind, but a young
Tennessee Walker stallion named
IVORY PAL had other plans.
Rafael says, "I guess it was destiny,
but somehow one April 2001 afternoon, Stefanie and I found ourselves
walking down the aisle of this
Tennessee Walking Horse barn. All of
a sudden towards the middle of the
barn, in one of the stalls off to the
right, this stunningly beautiful golden
palomino with an amazing mane
looked up at us. It was IVORY PAL,
and he captured me. There was a very
special aura about him and he literally
took Stefanie's and my breath away.
After I saw him, I couldn't look at any
other horse; there was an instant connection with him. I will never forget
that moment or feeling."
When Rafael asked about the com-

caused a deep indentation in his front
hooves. Despite all these reasons for
Rafael not to buy IVORY PAL, he
followed his heart and became
IVORY PAUs new owner.

The Foundation
WHENIVORY PAL GOTTOInS NEW
home, the first thing he experienced
was turnout to the pasture; he needed
and loved this newfound freedom.
Correcting the damage done to
IVORY PAUs hooves was high on the
priority list. It took a few farriers
almost three years of corrective shoeing
to return his hooves to normal, so that
now he can go barefoot. Rafael is a
firm believer that without sound and
properly aligned and balanced feet, a
horse cannot function properly and
therefore cannot develop the right musculature to achieve peak performance.
Rafael hadn't ridden much since
his childhood and had no professional
training, yet he educated himself on
natural horsemanship, applied the
valuable leadership lessons he learned
during his military and professional
career to IVORY PAL, and sought out

He looks like Pegasus floating on the clouds of Mount
Olympus, and his rider, as Beliephron.1I
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Performing bridleless. IVORYPALand Rafael
show what trust and teamwork can achieve.
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ing-four-year-old stallion, the owner
just said that he was a "show reject",
that he lacked the distinct gaits of a
Tennessee Walker, and that he would
only be good for trail riding. The truth
was that IVORY PAL loathed and
resisted traditional training methods
until his trainers claimed he lacked a
gait and then tried forcing it with pads.
"IVORY PAL rejected these traditional training methods because he is
too proud and sensitive," says Rafael.
Plus, at the time IVORY PAL was
weak and under-developed from being
stalled 24/7 since he was six months
old, the most critical developmental
years of his life. Furthermore, his feet
were almost ruined by destructive pads
and shoes. The bands holding the pads
were so tightly wrapped that they
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the advice of naturally gaited and classical dressage trainers. Rafael was
determined to create an environment
that would allow IVORY PAL room to
blossom. Countless hours were spent
on groundwork, and bonding by rubbing his eyes, blowing in his nose, and
scratching and brushing him.
"To this day before I get on his
back, I spend at least a half an hour
showering him with lots of tender loving care and bonding with him on the
ground. My wife jokingly says that she
thinks I kiss IVORY PAL more than
her. This bonding time helped me build
the foundation of trust and respect
which has reaped great rewards while
under saddle," says Rafael.
Rafael firmly believes that regardless of the breed or discipline, attaining

.
and maintaining a horse's proper physical and mental fitness should be
everyone's underlying goal. For this
reason, IVORY PAL and Rafael are
regular sights on the Florida trails, as
this allows IVORY PAL to develop and
maintain his conditioning.
Rafael states, "People are surprised
when they find out that we still do
about 90 % of our training on the
trails. It keeps IVORY PAL's mind
active and interested." Additionally,
Rafael is adamant about incorporating
gymnastic and stretching work into
the beginning, middle, and end of
every ride, to keep IVORY PAL properly fit, supple, and relaxed. After almost
three years of consistent trail riding
and stretching, IVORY PAL developed
great strength, flexibility, and stamina,
which brought out his natural
Tennessee Walking horse gaits.
Rafael believed that IVORY PAL
had the conformation, athletic ability,
and the mind to not only perform his
gaits, but to learn some tricks and
dressage movements, as well. Once the
horse finally had the physical conditioning and stamina, Rafael educated
himself on training IVORY PAL to do
the Spanish walk, piaffe, levade, etc.,
through videos, websites, and books.
He also sought guidance and classical
dressage lessons from a local dressage
trainer, who improved his riding; thus
letting IVORY PAL achieve his full
potential. Rafael says, "This training
helped me to ride more with my seat
and legs, and emphasized the importance of developing lightness of aids
and cues."

The Pinnacle
IVORY PAL THRIVED
ONLEARNING
dressage, as well as to bow and work
on a pedestal. Rafael says, "This is a
testament to IVORY PAL's temperament, intelligence, athleticism, and
cooperative nature." The key was to
create a training and learning environment based on mutual trust and
respect.
Rafael establishes his main goal
and breaks it down into a series of
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small steps that he reinforces through repetition and reward rather than punishment. This approach allows IVORY PAL to focus on the task at hand rather than
where the next whip is coming from. Rafael is a firm believer in one of Pat
Parelli's famous sayings, "If your horse says no, you either asked the wrong question or asked the question wrong." He adds, "Make sure to reward your horse
with pets, rubs, and/or treats when he does what you ask, no matter how small
the accomplishment."
IVORY PAL is very adamant and compulsive about getting stuff done right on
his own. The biggest challenge in working with IVORY PAL is that he is so intelligent and so loves to learn new things that he is usually a step ahead of me. It is me
that must keep up with him. I continually reevaluate him to see if he is ready to

move on to the next part of mastering a move."

.

Once a neighbor whose house overlooks the paddocks, phoned and said, "Hey,
your horse is doing something funny out there in the field." IVORY PAL was out
there practicing his Spanish walk and bow on his own.
Trick training and dressage work not only turned IVORY PAL into a more
complete, versatile, and athletic stallion, but it also strengthened and added grace
and balance to his natural gaits. The Spanish walk helped strengthen, unlock, and
roll his shoulder, which enhanced his reach and stride. The levade strengthened
his hocks and hindquarters, improving his back end reach and stride. The ability
to perform the pirouette strengthened his lateral muscles, which increased the balance, transitions, and fluidity of his gaits.
The unorthodox training approach resulted in tremendous success in the
show ring for IVORY PAL. During his illustrious two-year show career, IVORY
PAL acquired numerous titles and awards, including being the only horse to win
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"I thought it may be good to bring out the relationship and bond I am blessed to have
with Ivory Pal. If people get anything out of the article, I hope that it is to invest the time to
develop the trust, bond, and love with their horses." Rafael Valle

the prestigious Friends of Sound
Horses (FOSH) Horse of the Year
award twice.
From seeing IVORY PAL perform
his musical freestyles, it can be easy to
underestimate the time, commitment,
and discipline required from both rider
and horse to achieve this level. With
this in mind, Rafael emphasizes, "The
five most important things to remember when training a horse in any discipline are:

.. First, have fun and respect the
horse's well-beingand dignity;
.. Second, leaveyour egobehind; it
should alwaysbe about the horse;

.. Third, alwayscommunicatewith
your horse in a clear, consistent, and
patient manner;

..

Fourth, there are no quick gimmicks, fixesor shortcuts; and

.

..

Fifth, did I mention to have fun
and respectthe horse's well-beingand
dignity?"
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Rafael emphasizes the importance
of not overdoing trick and dressage
training, as each is very demanding on
a horse. Prolonged drilling of maneuvers without rest and stretch breaks
will cause the horse to get flat in his
movements and then he will not be
developing the correct musculature or
mental framework. The key is to do
the trick and dressage moves in short
and intense reprises.
Through short, intense reprises
over several years, IVORY PAL developed physically and mentally, and now
exhibits the impressive and compact
power, combined with grace and beauty, that leave his fans and admirers in
awe of his ability.
After a recent musical free style
exhibition, Taniuska Re-Arana, a
young fan, approached IVORY PAL
and Rafael and said, "You have an
amazing stallion, he is so majestic and
for some reason he reminds me of. . .
this is going to sound cliche and crazy,
but he reminds me of the horse
Pegasus from Greek mythology. He
looks like Pegasus floating on the
clouds of Mount Olympus, and you,
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his rider, as Bellephron." Rafael says
this was the greatest compliment
IVORY PAL and he have ever received
and it brought tears to his eyes.
This relationship between horse
and man is more than most people
understand. IVORY PAL and Rafael
have an incredible unspoken language.
When you get to this point in your
relationship with your horse, you know
you are there! No credentials on any
piece of paper need to validate it. The
pair spends long hours together and
IVORY PAL has the front door of the
Valle household open to him at any
time. .. literally!
Rafael believes that learning about
horses, improving his riding skills, and
exposing IVORY PAL to more things is
an ongoing and lifetime commitment.
"I owe it to IVORY PAL to always keep
expanding my and his horizons." For
this reason, Rafael has recently teamed
up with Michelle Just-Williams, of
Ocala, Borida, who is aU. S. Dressage
Federation gold, silver, and bronze
medalist. Michelle is working with
IVORY PAL and Rafael to help them
take their performances and dressage
to the next level. Michelle says, "Any
good trainer and! or rider, regardless of
discipline or breed, should have a basic
dressage foundation."
IVORY PAL and Rafael have taken
dressage to another level by turning it
into a beautifully flowing and graceful
musical freestyle. They have shown
people a new light and are true ambassadors for the Tennessee Walking
Horse breed and horses in general.
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